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Synopsis

We introduce LORAKI, a novel MRI reconstruction method that bridges two powerful existing approaches (LORAKS and RAKI). Like RAKI (a deep learning extension of GRAPPA), LORAKI trains a scan-specific autocalibrated convolutional neural network (which only relies on autocalibration data, and does not require external training data) to interpolate missing k-space samples. However, unlike RAKI, LORAKI is based on a recurrent convolutional neural network architecture that is motivated by the iterated convolutional structure of a certain LORAKS algorithm. LORAKI is very flexible and can accommodate arbitrary k-space sampling patterns. Experimental results suggest LORAKI can have better reconstruction performance than state-of-the-art methods.

Introduction

Convolutional interpolation of unsampled k-space data is very successful in MRI reconstruction\textsuperscript{1-10} and is essential to methods like GRAPPA\textsuperscript{1}, SPIRIT\textsuperscript{2}, and LORAKS\textsuperscript{5-8}. Recently, nonlinear convolutional k-space interpolation methods have drawn attention\textsuperscript{11-14}, particularly in the form of deep neural networks\textsuperscript{12-14}.

RAKI\textsuperscript{12} is a deep-learning extension of GRAPPA that trains a convolutional neural network (CNN) for undersampled k-space reconstruction. Unlike other deep learning approaches, RAKI has the advantage of being autocalibrated (the CNN is scan-specific and trained only from autocalibration (ACS) data, without needing external training data).

In this work, we develop a scan-specific autocalibrated deep-learning extension of a different convolutional interpolation method: LORAKS\textsuperscript{5-8}. Unlike GRAPPA, LORAKS uses iterative reconstruction algorithms, which leads to a very different CNN architecture. Specifically, our new approach, called LORAKI, uses a recurrent neural network (RNN) structure instead of the more traditional CNN architecture used by RAKI. Compared to RAKI, one of the potential advantages of LORAKI is that it is more compatible with a wide range of different k-space sampling patterns. In addition, since LORAKS leverages more constraints than GRAPPA does (i.e., LORAKS leverages support, phase, and parallel imaging constraints simultaneously\textsuperscript{5-8}), LORAKI also inherits these capabilities.

Theory and Methods

GRAPPA can be viewed as a single-layer CNN without any nonlinearities. The RAKI approach extends this idea by adding nonlinearities (rectified linear units, or ReLUs) and increasing the number of convolutional layers\textsuperscript{12}.

For the present work, a key observation is that if Autocalibrated-LORAKS (AC-LORAKS) reconstruction\textsuperscript{7} is performed using exact data consistency constraints together with the Landweber iterative algorithm\textsuperscript{15}, then the resulting algorithm also has the structure of an iterated two-layer CNN (i.e., an RNN) without nonlinearities. Motivated by this structure, our new LORAKI approach is obtained by adding nonlinearities (ReLUs) to this network architecture. The network architectures for GRAPPA, RAKI, AC-LORAKS with Landweber iteration, and LORAKI are shown in Fig. 1.

Because complex numbers are not supported very well by existing deep learning software frameworks, the input data was separated into real and imaginary parts, which were treated as different channels. To take advantage of LORAKI’s ability to model phase constraints\textsuperscript{5-8} for partial Fourier acquisitions without invoking the complexities associated with the LORAKS S-matrix (which imposes support, phase, and parallel imaging constraints), we also considered the use of virtual conjugate coils\textsuperscript{8,16-17} (VCCs).

In our illustrative preliminary implementation without VCC, the first LORAKI convolution layer was designed to have 2\textsuperscript{*(number of coils)} input channels, 32 output channels, and 3x3 convolution kernels; and the second convolution layer was designed to have 32 input channels, 2\textsuperscript{*(number of coils)} output channels, and 3x3 convolution kernels. Using VCC doubles the number of input and output channels for both layers. Paired sets (undersampled and fully sampled) of autocalibration data were used to train the RNN, and the number of RNN iterations was set to 5.

Performance evaluations were performed by retrospective undersampling of two fully-sampled brain datasets: a 12-channel 256x187 T2-weighted dataset and a 32-channel 208x256 MPRAGE dataset (coil compressed to 8 channels).

Results

Figs. 2 and 3 show a performance comparison of different methods for the two datasets. Fig. 2 shows reconstruction of the T2-weighted data from 4 x uniform undersampling with 32 ACS lines (effective acceleration factor $R = 2.6 \times$), while Fig. 3 shows reconstruction of the MPRAGE data from variable density random sampling with 64 x 64 ACS data (effective acceleration factor $R = 5.2 \times$). Results demonstrate that LORAKI can provide lower normalized root-mean-squared-error (NRMSE) than methods like GRAPPA, RAKI, and AC-LORAKS.

It should be noted that the nonuniform sampling pattern used in Fig. 3 is difficult to use with methods like GRAPPA and RAKI that typically assume uniform sampling, while LORAKS and LORAKI are both successful in this case. Fig. 4 further illustrates LORAKI’s compatibility with a wide variety of sampling strategies (each case uses 32 ACS lines and effective acceleration factor $R = 3 \times$).

We observed that our current LORAKI implementation generally needs more ACS data than methods like LORAKS, which is consistent with previous observations that RAKI needs more ACS data than GRAPPA\textsuperscript{12}. An example is shown in Fig. 5. This is one of the main limitations of our current implementation, although may be potentially mitigated using different RNN parameters.

Conclusion

LORAKI is a novel RNN-based deep learning k-space reconstruction method that is inspired by the scan-specific autocalibrated CNN characteristics of RAKI, together with the structure of Landweber iteration for data-consistent AC-LORAKS. Experimental results suggest that LORAKI can have advantages over previous methods like RAKI and AC-LORAKS, and possesses good reconstruction performance and good compatibility with a wide range of sampling patterns.
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Figures

Fig. 1. Neural network representation of GRAPPA, RAKI, AC-LORAKS (with Landweber iteration), and LORAKI.

Fig. 2. Comparison of different reconstruction methods with T2-weighted data. (top row) Reconstructed images (coil combined with root sum-of-squares). (bottom row) Error images.
Fig. 3. Comparison of different reconstruction methods with MPRAGE data. (top row) Reconstructed images (coil combined with root sum-of-squares). (bottom row) Error images.

Fig. 4. LORAKI reconstruction with different sampling patterns.

Fig. 5. The effects of ACS size on reconstruction performance.